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your own lantern
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Lantern Booklet
Disney’s Festive Story
A heart-warming story celebrating the festive traditions that make
lifelong memories and bring families together. Lola and her
granddaughter share a love of Disney and traditional Christmas crafting, but over time
their yearly ritual of lantern
making fades away. Looking back into
her Grandmother’s past and seeing
Lola’s much-loved Mickey soft toy
inspires her granddaughter to create a
festive surprise. Lola’s Christmas morning
is lit up in a heart-warming gesture that
strengthens the bonds between them.

Create your own Disney-themed Lanterns
to hang up at home.
There are four designs to choose from: Mickey and Friends, Frozen,
Star Wars and Marvel. You can pick and choose which you decide to
print out, colour in and create at home.
These have been created so that you can have one design one side,
and another design the other side, and hang them at home.
Note: When cutting with scissors and creating any of the lanterns in
this booklet, adult participation supervision is recommended
at all times.
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Lantern Booklet
Key:
cut along this line

Instructions:
Each lantern is made from three components:
lantern A, lantern B and the diamond shapes.

fold along this line mountain fold
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outer and inner side for each component. Colour in
the design.
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You will need:

fold along the dotted lines

cut out the shapes following the solid bla

you can used a hole punch for the hangin

(Please see key).

fold along the dashed line using valley fo

Note: Please make sure an adult helps
on all cutting out
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attach diamond shapes to

cut out the shapes following the solid black line

glue the grided diamonds

you can used a hole punch for the hanging hole
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with the hanging hole

fold along the dashed line using valley fold

glue on grided tabs of parols A
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String or ribbon (to hang up your
lantern)
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fold.
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•

fold along the dashed line

Lantern
parol B

attach parol A to parol B making sure to match the points
with the hanging hole with the hanging hole

3. Fold along the dotted lines using mountain fold.
(Please see key).

Lantern Booklet
Instructions:
(continued)

4. Glue on gridded tabs of lantern A. Then attach the diamond shapes to lantern
A inbetween each point of the lantern.

5. Glue the gridded diamonds of lantern B.

6. Attach lantern A to lantern B making sure to match the points
with the hanging hole
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Lantern A
outer side
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Lantern A
inner side
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cut out the shapes following the solid black line
you can used a hole punch for the hanging hole
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you can used a hole punch for the hanging hole
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